The different applications and consequent specifications for longitudinal and transverse high frequency pick-ups in the CERN SPS have led to the use of three separate types of pick-up; they are the electrostatic, the wall current and the directional coupler pick-up.
The high frequency longitudinal pick-ups are protected from propagating waveguide modes by traps.
Certain points in the design are described and a brief summary of their performance and use is given.
A. Specification and use of pick-ups
The machine parameters of interest in the design of the pick-ups are noted in Table I and the applications are as follows:-a) The electrostatic pick-up. A bunch-into-bucket transfer from the CPS is used. Observation of the longitudinal structure for the first turn in the SPS allows an estimation (and hence optimization) of the capture efficiency in the CPS. This implies a low frequency cut-off X, frev/lO, and a high frequency cut-off X 3 x facc (full buckets). The continuous presentation of the SPS "turn" throughout the cycle is also a valuable diagnostic tool for quick observation of anomalies during normal operation. b) Wall current pick-up. Clearly a basic requirement for a longitudinal pick-up is the measurement of bunch length and hence longitudinal emittance. For accurate measurements near transition and at high energy this implies an upper frequency cut-off > 3 GHz, the lower being at X facc/lO for minimum distortion of the bunches. Another major use is for the observation of instabilities, coherent bunch, microwave, etc., for which the frequency response should be as above or better and for which as high a sensitivity as possible is required. This pickup is the major research tool.
c) The directional coupler _ick-u2. This pick-up can also be used for high frequency observation in the longitudinal domain. However, it is primarily used for instability observation in the transverse plane. Here the requirements are set at:-low frequency cut-off < facc, high frequency cut-off > 3 GHz with as high a sensitivity as possible. A difference signal offering discrimination against the sum signal and linearly proportional to the beam position is also needed. The chamber around the gap shields the gap from external fields, defines clearly a d.c. shunt path and, for this pick-up, provides the vacuum seal. Normally, the chamber is filled with ferrites to provide a good low frequency response, such ferrites also becoming lossy at high frequencies and damping unwanted resonances. The impedance of this chamber referred to the gap is however ill-defined and a smooth amplitude/phase versus frequency response is difficult to achieve. To overcome this problem the chamber has been designed as a coaxial line (Z0 = 25 0), the inner conductor being the vacuum chamber, terminated by a matched load3).
Techniques for producing matched loads in waveguides and coaxial lines are well known, the problem here being the wide frequency range. The final solution is in two parts:-a) lossy ferrite tiles arranged symmetrically in lines around the inner conductor to give a slow change in properties along the line and b) a ring of ferrite at the end. The reflection coefficient on the line is thus < 0.13 for 300 MHz to > 4 GHz. Below 300 IHz, the reflection coefficient slowly increases as the ferrites become less absorptive and more inductive. The tiles are screwed to the vacuum chamber, the heads of the screws being recessed below the surface of the tile.
The r ing at the end is made from tiles machined into segments and held by Be-Cu clips. The cutting and drilling was made with ultrasonic machining techniques. The vacuum properties of the ferrites are very good once they are cleaned and baked; this processing does not affect the RF properties.
The signal is taken from the gap using eight symmetrically placed 50 Q striplines which use the end plate of the P.U. as the earth plane. The stripline is held at the gap by a spring finger clip and at the feedthrough by a screw. These lines are matched carefully through to the 50 0 feedthroughs. The impedance at the gap is therefore given at high frequencies by the Table II For 'a' large this becomes the response of a 1-pole, high-pass filter with 3 dB point at va/4ffk. As 'a' decreases, the 3 dB point is pushed lower in frequency, a ripple is produced in the passband and for 'a' very small the constant coupling case is found again.
Each electrode, of which there are four per pickup, is machined to the required exponential shape, correction having been made for the apparent increase in width due to the finite thickness, on a numerically controlled mill. Mechanical constraints, longitudinal space, rigidity, fixing capability of the thin end etc., determine to a large extent the value of 'a' (= 2.485). Table II for final results.
Waveguide mode traps
Above the waveguide cut-off frequency of the vacuum chamber the pick-ups may be sensitive to waves that are excited by discontinuities etc. elsewhere in the machine. For the longitudinal pick-ups (placed in the machine where the beam size is minimum), the cut-off frequency is 2.12 GHz (TE11 mode). The first mode with longitudinal E field is the TMO1 for frequencies greater than 2.7 GHz. To protect the pick-ups up to their upper 
